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********SUMMARY******** 
 

The paper provides the inter-comparison of most toxic particulate pollutants 
(PM2.5 and PM10) obtained from a dense SAFAR observational network in four 
Indian mega cities (Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and Ahmedabad) located in 
Northwest part of India, not very far from each other. We demonstrate that 
the geographical location of the city and its synoptic meteorology can highly 
influence the air pollution scenario of a city in spite of having similar kind of 
mega city emissions. 

 

Delhi’s pollution problem is the most complex due to its landlocked 
geographical location and proximity to Indo-Gangetic plain region. The 
coastal winds although reverses pollution levels very frequently in Mumbai, 
high humidity and sea salt mixed air make Mumbai air most dangerous 
having high share of PM2.5 particles in PM10 (60%) as compared to other cities 
like Delhi (50%). Ahmedabad is influenced mainly by dry and hot weather 
which allows more dust to lift up and make air quality worst during the 
summer season contradicting winter woos which prevails in other cities. Pune 
is a relatively cleaner city among all 4 cities where contribution of moderate 
altitude and green belt works positively to keeps pollution in check. 
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********SUMMARY******** 
 

This paper provides the scientific interpretation of the worst air quality crisis 
of one of the largest megacities of the world when thick haze enveloped Delhi 
triggering emergency conditions. A unique relationship between air pollution 
and different processes, dominated mainly by external sources controlled by 
large scale transport processes associated with monsoon dynamics connected 
brought dust 3000km away from Middle East to Delhi, where it mixed with 
local emissions, which under stagnation conditions lead to dangerous levels 

of air pollution (PM2.5). 
 

 Observations from the SAFAR system documented the rapid rise and the 

quick decline in the PM2.5 levels during this event. The modelling system 

accurately predicted the observed PM2.5 behaviour and attributed 65% of the 

heavy pollution to dust and smoke emissions far removed from Delhi. Such 
events may become more important in the future given the emerging new 
trends in intensity and longevity of extreme pollution events. Results suggest 
that mitigation strategies to meet air quality targets for a megacity like Delhi 
will be challenging given its geography and demographic structure and the 
large contributions from distant sources. 
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********Highlights********* 

 
 

 The Indian capital Delhi experienced an environmental emergency in early 
November 2017 when levels of toxic PM2.5 particles surpassed Indian 
Standard by 11 times and touched SEVERE levels for prolonged period. 

 

 SAFAR predicted this emergency event with 72h lead-time and provided 
the scientific explanation that primary reason for this emergency was 
multi day Dust storm, originated 3000 km away in the Middle East.  

 

 SAFAR revealed a rapid rise in PM2.5 to SEVERE level for a week and 
then an unexpected rapid decline for a week. Both phenomena were a 
surprise.  

 

 The SAFAR –Early warning system revealed that the share of 
transported dust was as high as 65% on peak day during the extreme 
event period.  

 

 A unique teleconnection among air pollution, monsoon dynamics, Dust 
storm and crop burning emissions is established in this paper. 

 

 Paper concludes that mitigation strategies to meet air quality targets for a 
megacity like Delhi is challenging given its geography and demographic 
structure and the large contributions from distant sources. 

	


